
 

We aim to make the most delicious and authentic Thai food  

to facilitate drinking and fun-having amongst friends.  

There is a term for this in Thai: “aharn glam lao.”

IT’S ALWAYS APPROPRIATE TO ORDER A BOTTLE OF WINE!
ASK YOUR SERVER FOR SUGGESTIONS!



ยินดีต้อนรับ Welcome! We are NIGHT + MARKET, an LA style Thai restaurant that serves boldly 

seasoned food that’s meant be shared among friends while popping bottles from our award-

winning list of natural wines. We recommend starting with one of our signature Seafood Towers, 

then creating a well-rounded feast from the different categories of the menu. Food comes out 

family-style from the kitchen. Enjoy! (and don’t forget to order sticky rice!)

ซีฟู้ดทาวเวอร์   

Seafood Towers 

ธรรมดา standard* 85 

                                          Chef’s selection of fresh seasonal seafood. Oysters, cocktail shrimp, crab claw, clams.  
                                             With spicy Thai cocktail sauce, Nam Jim mignonette, mayo, lemon wedge. Serves 2 to 3. 

แม็กนั่ม  magnum* 190 

                                                           Chef’s selection of fresh seasonal seafood. Oysters, cocktail shrimp, crab claw, clams, lobster             
   tail. With spicy Thai cocktail sauce, Nam Jim mignonette, mayo, lemon wedge. Serves 4 to 6.

อาหารพิเศษ   

Specials 
Many of these dishes are exclusive to NIGHT+MARKET Vegas and are not served in LA! 

ข้าวผัดอูนิ  uni fried rice* 32  our garlic fried rice, topped with salmon caviar and uni!  

ผัดไทยลอบสเตอร์ lobster pad thai 40  everyone’s favorite Thai noodle dish, with lobster tail. BALLER! 

ริบอายวากิวเอ็กซ์โอ xo wagyu ribeye* 35 6oz. wagyu ribeye steak, grilled, sliced, then finished in the wok with Chinese 

broccoli and our house XO sauce. This dish is boldly seasoned and should be enjoyed alongside jasmine rice.  

ริบอายวากิวโอพวาฟ steak au poivre frites* 65 12oz. wagyu ribeye steak, brushed with Thai umami marinade and 

charbroiled, sliced and served with our house “au poivre sauce” and a side of French fries. 

ปลาดุกทอดราดซอสขิง   whole fried catfish 65 topped with sizzling ginger, chili and scallions, then sauced tableside with 

hot soy broth 

*Consuming raw or undercooked meats, poultry, seafood, shellfish, eggs, or unpasteurized milk may increase your risk of foodborne illness. 

Allergies? Let your server know! They will alert the kitchen. 

Modifications politely declined. 

MAXIMUM of 4 credit cards per table. 

🌶  = spicy!     [V] = vegan     [VO] = vegan option available    [GF] = gluten-free    [GFO] = gluten-free option available 



 

ปิ้ง ย่าง ทอด 

Ping Yang Tod (Grilled & Fried) 
กินเล่น Gin Len (Snacks) 

Think of these as bar snacks!  
Enjoy with a bottle of Pet-Nat! 

ปีกไก่เฮฮา peek gai hey-ha 12 our signature “party wings.” 
fried and glazed with three flavor sauce. addictive! 

คอหมูย่าง pork toro 10 grilled fatty pork jowl. Think of this 

like thick cut bacon. with ‘jaew’ northeastern chili dip 

ไก่ทอดแน่งน้อย gai tod naeng noi 16 original recipe from 

our favorite vendor in chieng rai. fried chicken thighs (2) 
served with ranch and nam prik noom, a northern thai 
salsa made with roasted chilis, shallots, garlic, and fish 
sauce. 

โรลเป็ด spicy duck rolls 16 

crispy rolls of roast duck, veggies, thai basil and chili. wrap 

with crunchy lettuce and eat like a taco! 🌶  

เนื้อสะเต๊ะ hanger steak satay 16 

 tender slices of hanger steak, brushed with an aromatic 
coconut curry paste, skewered and grilled. served with 
peanut sauce and cucumber salad [GF] 

แซนวิชไก่ทอด  fried chicken sandwich 20 

 world-famous! northern Thai style fried skin-on chicken 

thigh, papaya slaw, ranch, jalapeños and cilantro 🌶   

เนื้อแดดเดียว  thai beef jerky 12 

 the Thai name of this dish translates to “beef of one sun” 
as the traditional way to prepare it is to dry the beef in the 

sun! we serve ours with a tangy and savory tomato salsa. 

this is a classic Thai drinking snack.  [GF] 

เฟรนช์ฟรายส์  frites 10 with ranch dressing. French fries 

are in fact one of the most popular Thai drinking snacks! 

ลาบ ยำ ตำ Larb, Yum, Tum  

(Spicy Salads) 
Larb is a spicy, minced meat salad. All of the dishes below are 

meant to be eaten with your hands. 

Grab a portion of sticky rice to create a bite  

with the rice and salad. 

ลาบไก่ larb gai 16 minced chicken, lime, fish sauce, rice 

powder, chili, cilantro, onion. 🌶  [GF] 

ลาบวีแกน vegan larb 14 crispy tofu patties, coarsely 

chopped and tossed with lime, vegan fish sauce, rice powder, 
chili, cilantro, onion. 🌶  [V] [GF] 

หมูสะดุ้ง moo sadoong | ‘startled pig’ 18 grilled pork, Thai 

basil, lemongrass, garlic, fish sauce, lime, chili, onions, 

cilantro, rice powder. 🌶  

ส้มตำไทย som tum | papaya salad 16 mortar- pounded 

green papaya salad with palm sugar, lime juice, bird eye chili, 

peanuts. 🌶  [VO] [GF]  

แหนมข้าวทอด nam khao tod | crispy rice salad 17 the 
original crispy rice salad with soured pork, raw ginger, onion, 

peanuts, cilantro, chili. 🌶  [VO] [GF]  

🌶  = spicy!     [V] = vegan     [VO] = vegan option available    [GF] = gluten-free    [GFO] = gluten-free option available

Allergies? Let your server know! They will alert the kitchen. 

Modifications politely declined. 

MAXIMUM of 4 credit card per table. 

 4455 paradise road, las vegas, nv 89169 @nightmarketLV



แกง Gaeng (Curries) 
All of our curries are served  

with roti aka Thai fried flatbread.  
no modifications.  

  

พะแนงเนื้อ panang neua 22 beef short rib in hearty and 

slightly sweet panang coconut curry sauce. contains 

peanuts! 

มัสมั่นแยม sweet potato massaman 18 crispy yam and 
sweet potato with an earthy, but bright, coconut and 
tamarind curry broth. topped with toasted coconut.

ซุป Soup 

Serves 1-2 

ต้มข่าไก่ tom khar gai 16  skin-on chicken, coconut milk 

broth, galangal, lemongrass, cilantro, onion, chili, lime 

leaves, hon shimeji mushrooms. hot and sour! 🌶  [GF] 

ก๋วยเตี๋ยว ข้าวผัด ข้าวคลุก จานผัด 

Noodles, Rice & Stir-Fries 

ผัดซีอิ๊วไก่ pad see ew gai 18 rice noodles cooked in a 
wok with chicken, chinese broccoli, egg, black soy 

sauce [VO] 

ข้าวผัดปู khao pad pu | crab fried rice 26 [GF] 

ผัดขี้เมาพาสตรามี่ pastrami pad kee mao 22 
wok-tossed rice noodles, red bell pepper, young 

peppercorn, basil, thai chili, pastrami! 🌶  

ผัดไทย pad thai 12 market version with sweet radish, 

tofu, egg, crushed peanuts. we keep it spicy with chili 

powder on top. happy to remove, just ask your server! 
[VO] [GF]  
ผัดไทยไก่ chicken pad thai 18 [GF]  

ผัดถั่ว garlic green beans 16 green beans sautéed with 

garlic, soy sauce, and white pepper [VO] [GFO]

Allergies? Let your server know! They will alert the kitchen. 

Modifications politely declined. 

MAXIMUM of 4 credit cards per table. 

 4455 paradise road, las vegas, nv 89169 @nightmarketLV

Don’t forget to order rice! 

ข้าวเหนียว sticky rice 3 

ข้าวเหนียวมูล coconut rice 4 

ข้าวสวย jasmine rice 3

🌶  = spicy!     [V] = vegan     [VO] = vegan option available    [GF] = gluten-free    [GFO] = gluten-free option available

ของหวาน Dessert 

ไอศกรีมซันเดย์ classic hot fudge sundae 12
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